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1. Introduction

The modern tendencies of the educational system reforming are conditioned by the development of society, which is characterized by upgrading of knowledge and ways of interaction of the communicational subjects [1, 2]. At the same time, the topicality of this theme is determined by updated requirements to the professional activity of a specialist, which occurs under conditions of constant technological changes and revolutionary discoveries in the field of informational and communicational technologies. It requires self-mobility of a personality in using the new communicational possibilities for his/her professional problems solving.

2. Literary review

Reorientation of the educational process in the questions of openness and mobility determines changes in the modern professional activity of the pedagogical
workers, which is mostly determined by the level of informational and communicational mobility of a pedagogue, which development is carried out in the educational environment conditions of postgraduate education.

The theoretical analysis of psychological and pedagogical researches testified, that the Ukrainian scientists and the scientists from abroad consider the concept "mobility" in the following directions: as the characteristics of a specialist (reflectivity, creativity, projectivity, prognostication, goal setting, flexibility, plasticity) [3]; as an integrated quality of a personality and specific skills domination in fast adaptation according to changes, which are happening in society (adaptability, communicativity, independence, ability to adapt, purposefulness, denominational orientations and installations, social memory, critical intellect, self-discovery capacity, self-development, self-education) [4]; the aspects of social life and educational informatization (the practice of using mobile devices, the technologies of using different device types and their functional purpose) [5].

The mobility of a specialist, in general, is defined by researchers as a condition which allows to adapt to the dynamic and constant changes of conditions and means of professional activity. In the same time, the problem was studying in the aspect of pedagogical mobility [5, 6], informational mobility [4, 7], communicational mobility [3, 8].

Out of accord, the problem of informational and communicational mobility (IKM) of pedagogical workers, like an adaptive capacity of educational and developmental e-environment self-organization remained out of researchers’ attention.

3. Objective and tasks of research

The purpose of the article is to determine the structure and the levels of informational and communicational mobility of a pedagogue and characterize the methodology of pedagogical worker's informational and communicational mobility development.

The tasks of the research:
1. Put the state of the developed problem of specialist's informational and communicational mobility in postgraduate education through the theoretical analysis.
2. Determine the essential characteristics of pedagogical informational and communicational mobility and their structural components.
3. Characterize the methodology of pedagogue’s informational and communicational mobility development in the postgraduate educational environment.

4. Materials and methods of research

The theoretical analysis of psychological-pedagogical researches testified, that the scientists are considering the concept "mobility" in the aspect of integrated quality of a personality and enjoyment of individual skills which help to adapt quickly corresponding to the changes, happening in the world [3, 4].

In our research we determined informational and communicational mobility as an adaptive capacity of self-organization in the educational e-environment.

Under the term “an adaptive ability of a pedagogue” we understand an integral formation of independent components (cognitive-personal, evaluative-cognitive, socio-active), where the reflexive mechanisms create a special cognitive experience, which provides the effective development of pedagogue's ICM [9].

Each of the structural components has the specific indicators, which determine ICMs development in the educational environment of professional activity and in general formed self-concept of pedagogue's ICM [10].

We could determine educational environment of postgraduate education as a set of conditions, which provide educational interaction and pedagogue's professional development with taking into account its needs, opportunities in accordance with the requirements of educational qualification characteristics.

We find out, that at the first stage of development of education, there takes place an integration of traditional and e-learning education, because the use of informational and communicational technological opportunities allows the organization of the learning process, invariant to the location and time of its participants, synchronous or asynchronous construction of an individual trajectory of its development [11, 12].

We understand the concept of pedagogue's informational and communicational mobility development in postgraduate education as a specialist's adaptation to the computer-mediated interaction in the environment of educational and professional activity, which characterize the pedagogue's movement from the lower to the higher level of informational and communicational mobility.

The author's technique of teacher's adaptive activity development, which includes a system of specific organization of the educational process, the basis of which is principles, methodological approaches which provide gradual teacher's ICM development from the intuitive-reproductive (low) to the creative-search (high) level of ICM, the specificity of this process and the conditions of its development activation in the postgraduate educational environment is worked out [9, 11].

The created educational e-environment provided the magnification of opportunities for personality's activity, produced the new ways of interaction with the environment, orientation on providing access of adults to the flow of knowledge and expanding own educational space, as a component of continuing education.

The method of exploratory mobility development was implemented in the municipal institution "Zhytomyr regional institute of postgraduate education" of the Zhytomyr regional council. 180 pedagogues of different qualification categories and different directions of teaching in the institution of general secondary education participated in the research, including 24 scientific and pedagogical workers of the institute.

The training was conducted in the time of coursework (6 hours of auditorium work and 30 hours of individual work) and in the inter-course period (108 hours of individual work with the methodological support), which is important in the process of teacher's uninterrupted development.

The method provided the implementation of the totality of active educational methods (case-method, educational training, mutual evaluation, mutual review) and differentiated forms of learning (master class, discussion, online conference), using informational and communicational technologies opportunities (electronic educational
The teacher's ICM development is a long process of gradual (slow) transition from ignorance to knowledge, from some skills improving to mastering others (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The structural model of implementation of the informational and communicational development in the educational program of postgraduate education

In our opinion it's advisable to form the content of an educational program of pedagogue's qualification improvement, considering the principles:

- fundamental knowledge of ICM's development, systematization and mastering of forms, methods of pedagogical work in the educational environment with using communicational means opportunities;

- understanding of the ways of their integration with the traditional teaching in the process of teacher's qualification preferment.

The methodology of ICM's development of a teacher is implemented in stages: preparatory, active, productive. Every stage of program is its object, tasks, conditions, features of organization of the developmental environment, expected results (Fig. 2).
Development stages of teacher's Information and communication mobility

Preparatory Stage (I'm studying)

Objective
Acquiring knowledge to create the new professional experience. Creation of conditions of awareness of the possibilities of "self-achieving".

The tasks
Engaging in educational activity of teacher's online community, self-esteem, self-regulation of professional activity, possibility of using the educational e-environment.

The conditions object development
Appraisal of interaction and belonging to the professional community, self-regulation, comparing yourself with the significant others.

The conditions subject development
Needs of a teacher in getting the new professional experience, voluntary participation in the online community.

The content of the developmental environment
Common activity, aimed at self-discovery, self-organization, positive attitude to things that happen. The condition of self-evaluation.

Active stage (I'm analyzing)

Objective
Dialogue and mutual assistance of the online community of specialists, mutual reflection of the problematic situation.

The tasks
Ability to streamline educational interaction in the e-environment, build initiative social activity using e-content, organize the personalized educational environment.

The conditions object development
Reflection of the educational process in the e-environment.

The conditions subject development
Cooperation inside the pedagogical online community.

The content of the developmental environment

Productive stage (I'm creating)

Objective
Mobility of self-actualization, of educational interaction in the e-environment, building of proactive social activity with the use of the personalized educational environment.

The tasks
Create the conditions for self-improving, cooperation in the pedagogical community, rationalization of professional activity.

The conditions object development
Cooperation inside the pedagogical online community.

The conditions subject development
Support of the author productive activity of a pedagogue.

The content of the developmental environment
Gaining of the new experience, participation in the professional online community. Mastering of the new experience. The condition of self-evaluation.

Fig. 2. The characteristics of the methodology of the gradual development of teacher's ICM

In this program, interaction it's a building of the subject-subjective level, providing an integration of emotionally-valuable and professional-personal experience of their members with the help of taking part in different types of e-communication.

The developed electronic educational-developmental environment provides the educational-methodological support of the author's methodology of ICM's development of teacher's realization, considering an experience, needs and interests of a teacher.
– detecting of the available level of the motivational development in informational and communication mobility;
– realization of didactic testing to determine the level of the cognitive-personal component of informational and communicational mobility "the level of knowledge and mobilities";
– revealing a questionnaire of the social-demographic indicators of the respondents (age, education, qualification, pedagogical work, place of living) to determine the objectivity and characteristics of the problem, determine ideas of informational and communicational mobility etc;
– componential analysis of the messages from the participants of the online community;
– componential analysis of the results of the independent work and the work in group.

The features of the educational environmental project (Fig. 3) are continuity, multilevel type, developmental characteristics of education, self-realization, self-control.

As it was noted, it's important to take into account that the subjects of the educational process in the system of qualification preferment are adults: workers of the institute of postgraduate education and pedagogues of the schools.

The success of the interaction is conditioned by the principles of educational process implementation, considering the level of informational and communicational mobility of their specialty and qualification category.

Accordingly, the active use of informative-communicative technologies and their possibilities, preferment of an adaptive potential level of the modern personality predetermine the modern challenges. The high level of specialist's ICM, as an adaptive ability, affects the speed of his/her adaptation to the changes of working conditions in the case of labor migration.

5. Results of research and their discussion

The generalization of the results of education of the teachers found out, that 84 % participants noted, that in the process of work they could see their work from the other side, and it gave the possibility to see it in a new way, to made up the special opinion of the advantages and disadvantages of their professionalism; 64 % noted, that they started to understand better an experience of theirs colleges, correlating with own experience; 60 % are sure, that they can use possibilities of e-environment and e-contents for the renewal ways of their professional activity; 48 % thought, that they could see more clear the perspectives of their own activity and they were ready to improve it.

The experiment noted the positive changes in the indexes of levels of informational and communicational mobility. The proposed methodology, adapted to the market requirements, based on an integration of traditional and innovative forms of education, taken into account the specificity of adult's education, can be updated according to objective circumstances.

The results show the positive influence of teacher's participation in the proposed events, demonstrating positive changes in all components of informational and communicational mobility of the pedagogues (cognitive-personal, social-active, evaluative-reflexive).

The result of the implemented program is the development of the ICM's level, open cognitive position of a pedagogue; it's necessity of continue the professional development in the conditions of society globalization.

The practical significance of using the designed complex of tools of developmental diagnostic of informational and communicational mobility in the conditions of andragogical education and of the development card of informational and communicational mobility of a pedagogue in the research is about gaining skills of the fast critical introspection and self-planning, self-professional changes with using the possibilities of the informative-
cognitive technologies, that can be a condition of labor migration prevention.

6. Conclusions
Implementation of the theoretical analysis of the development state of the problem shows that the dominant in the concept of interpretation of the nature of different types of mobility is an idea of adaptation, flexibility and speed of reaction to the changes of conditions of professional activity. The development of informational and communicational mobility of a specialist in postgraduate education as a self-characteristic, it's a condition of adaptation, social transformations, self-development of a subject of activity in the conditions of the modern labor market.

Based on the main scientific approaches to understand the concept of mobility and natural characteristics of its structural components, we gave the characteristics for this concept as an inter-system interdependence of the three substructures: cognitive-personal, the criterion of which is information about own knowledge, skills (an adequacy of self-concept, I-image); reflexive-evaluative, the criterion of which is the reactivity of efficiency of activity (self-esteem, self-activity, performance of activity); social-active, the criterion of which is the communication at interaction of subjects of the educational process (self-development, adaptability to the changes of working conditions).

The one of specific features of teacher's ICM is that it does not depend on changes of the place of work and it proposes the changes in organization of the educational-developmental environment of professional activity.

The methodology of development of teacher's ICM, taking into account certain stages (preparatory, active, productive), is built on the didactic bases: purpose, content, tasks, conditions, content of the developmental environment, results, analysis of their efficiency.

Realization of the presented methodology in postgraduate education provides an improvement of the self-potential, an innovation of the educational environment and professional activity in the process of informational and communicational mobility of a personality in accordance with the modern economical requirements of society.

The outlined research doesn't show all aspects of the problem.

The perspective ways of the next research of the problem in the context of education and labor migration we see in the development of the e-environment of inclusive education.
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